Animal Eyes provides a comparative account of all known types of eye in the animal kingdom, outlining their structure and function with an emphasis on the nature of the optical systems and the physical principles involved in image formation. A universal theme throughout the book is the evolution and taxonomic distribution of each type of eye, and the roles of different eye types in the behaviour and ecology of the animals that possess them. In comparing the specific capabilities of eyes, it considers the factors that lead to good resolution of detail and the ability to function under a wide range of light conditions. This new edition is fully updated throughout, incorporating more than a decade of new discoveries and research.
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Biology of Spiders, Rainer Foelix, Dec 3, 2010, Science, 432 pages. One of the only books to treat the whole spider, from its behavior and physiology to its neurobiology and reproductive characteristics, Biology of Spiders is considered a


Animal Eyes, Beth Fielding, Feb 1, 2011, Juvenile Nonfiction, 36 pages. Explores the world of animal eyes, explaining how eyes work, why different animals have different types of eyes, and what each animal specifically uses them for.
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Let's Look at Animal Eyes, Wendy Perkins, Jul 1, 2006, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. "Provides an introduction to animal eyes, and explains how they work, and how different animals use them."
Everyone loves a wedding... Nothing lifts our hearts like the joyous peal of wedding bells. Or the sight of a happy couple being showered with confetti and good wishes. Now the TV Commercials How to Make Them, Or, how Big is the Boat?, Ivan Cury, 2005, Performing Arts, 235 pages. Understanding how commercials are made is the key to doing it right. This descriptive book is a step-by-step guide on the mechanics of creating a commercial from a production
Science Education: Major Themes in Education, Volume 1 Major Themes in Education, John K. Gilbert, 2006, Education, 456 pagesSemantics A Coursebook, James R. Hurford, 1983, Language Arts & Disciplines, 291 pages. This elementary coursebook has been carefully planned to introduce students to all the main elements of semantics in a simple, step-by-step fashion. Students begin by
The Awakening of Intelligence, Jiddu Krishnamurti, May 6, 1987, Religion, 544 pages. This comprehensive record of Krishnamurti’s teachings is an excellent, wide-ranging introduction to the great philosopher’s thought. With among others, Jacob Needleman, Alain Resurrection, Leo Tolstoy, Mar 1, 2004, Fiction, 393 pages. Tolstoy’s novel of spiritual regeneration recounts the sins of a young Russian nobleman and his attempts in later life to redress those transgressions. A panoramic view of
If You're Clueless about Starting Your Own Business, Seth Godin, Oct 1, 1997, Business & Economics, 208 pages. Covers such issues as determining whether or not to start a business, assessing skills, securing finances, charting a business course, and expanding the business.

Putting Secrets Weekend Golfer, Steve Page, Aug 19, 2014, Sports & Recreation, 144 pages. First, let's clear up two things. Putting is, without question, one of the hardest parts of the game. It is also the most important. If you take a golf pro hitting right on par, download A Woman's Life and Other Stories, Guy de Maupassant, Feb 1, 2008, Fiction, 420 pages. Included in this volume are "A Woman's Life," "Hautot Senior and Hautot Junior," "Little Louise Roque," and 8 more tales.

Microsoft's Office 2008 is packed with new tools that will help users work smarter and more efficiently, such as the new Elements Gallery, Word's publication-layout tools. Though written for college students, this is also a valuable guide for senior high students to major career options currently available, some of which do not require higher.

NASB Thinline Bible, Zondervan Publishing Staff, 2005, Bibles, 1152 pages. The most read, most trusted Bible translation in a go-anywhere size. New, more readable typeface and typesetting!

The Ghost of Ludwig Gertsch, SD. Harvey, Sandra Harvey, 2000, Gay men, 413 pages. True crime. Investigation into the murder of underworld figure Ludwig Gertsch, who was murdered in his lover's bedroom in 1990. He left behind a multimillion-dollar fortune
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Hero Becoming the Man She Desires, Fred Stoeker, Jasen Stoeker, Apr 14, 2009, Religion, 240 pages. You already know it’s not easy being a single man in this culture today. But it is easy to be overwhelmed, to feel helpless and hopeless about living by God’s high standards.

Corporate Governance, Kenneth A. Kim, John R. Nofsinger, 2007, Business & Economics, 164 pages. The first of its kind, Nofsinger provides an overview of our corporate governance system in a flexible, modular format. Today, the term corporate governance is familiar to 0199581134, 9780199581139.
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Generation of CDNA Libraries Methods and Protocols, Shao-Yao Ying, Jan 1, 2003, Science, 335 pages. Expert researchers and inventors in the field describe their own proven techniques for generating cDNA/mRNA libraries to identify the functions of specific decoded gene
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Caught by Darkness An Anthology of Dark Tales, Jessy Marie Roberts, Mark Souza, 2010, 256 pages. "One day it just started snowing, or so the world thought. The white powder settled on everything, but seemed to attach itself more readily to living forms. Plant life"

Very Truly Yours, Julie Beard, 2001, Fiction, 341 pages. When some mysterious letters are delivered to Jack Fairchild's law office, he sets out to find the young lady who wrote them -- and rescue her from a frightful predicament
Daily Prayers A Classic Collection, Frederick B. Meyer, Mar 7, 2000, Devotional calendars, 144 pages. These brief, rich prayers will help you focus your thoughts on our loving Lord, and will encourage you to live out your devotion to God.

A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, George Buchanan Gray, 2009, History, 268 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections.
Advanced Language Practice, Michael Vince, 1994, English language, 264 pages. A text offering practice material to students preparing for the Cambridge Advanced English examination. There are 30 units containing grammar explanation and practice.


Shirley, Charlotte Brontë, 1974, Literary Criticism, 622 pages. Romantic hope and the denial of feeling are the focus of this historical novel set in England at the time of the Napoleonic Wars.

How Did it Really Happen? , 2000, History, 351 pages. The true story behind 150 of the world's most enduring myths, strange disappearances, mysterious deaths, nagging controversies & timeless questions.
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